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1. lNTRoDucT10~ 
Let (X, d) denote a compact, arcwise connected, metric space and ,U a 
positive, regular, normalized Bore1 measure on X. A continuous function 
o: Iw: +X is said to be C-uniformly distributed with respect to ,U (for 
short C, p-ud.) if 
(1.1) 
holds for all continuous, real-valued functions f‘on X. 
In the case of the k-dimensional torus ([W/Z)k this concept was 
introduced by H. Weyl [9 J. (See also [5,6].) Later E. Hlawka [3] 
introduced a quantitative measure for C-uniform distribution on ([W/Z)k = 
[0, l)k with respect to the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure ,I, : the function 
cr): rW: -+ X is C, A,-ud. if and only if the discrepancy 
D>(w) := sup 
I 5 
$ ,: xco. .x,(dO) A - ~k(CO, xl) (1.2) 
Y t [O, I 1” 
tends to 0 if T tends to infinity, ~t~,.~) denotes the characteristic function of 
the k-dimensional interval 10, x) = [O, x,) x ... x [0, xk) for x = (x1, . . . xk). 
Adapting K. F. Roth’s method [7], R. J. Taschner [S] established the 
following lower bound for k 3 2 (ck denotes a constant depending only on 
k): 
1 
D$(w)>c, - 
( 1 
klfk ~ 1) 
s(T) 
(for TZ To) (1.3) 
provided that w(l) is continuous and of bounded variation. s(T) denotes 
the length of the curve W(Z) (0 < t < T). 
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In the two-dimensional case this bound is best possible in the following 
sense. For every given arclength s0 b 1 there is a continuous function 
o: [0, T] -+ R2 with s(T) =sO and D:(w) Q es(T)-‘. In the one-dimen- 
sional case such a bound cannot exist. For every real number s0 3 1 there 
exists a function W: [0, T] + R with S(T) = s0 and D:(o) = 0. This is a 
consequence of the fact that the linear function o(t) = t satisfies D,Yo) = 0 
for every positive integer n. 
In Section 2 we give a simpler proof of (1.3) and a generalisation to 
C-uniform distribution on compact, arcwise connected, metric spaces. In 
Section 3 we show that the C, p-ud. functions constitute a meager set with 
respect to uniform or compact convergence in the space of all continuous 
functions 0: rW$ -+ X. 
2. LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE DISCREPANCY 
In this section we consider a metric space (X, d) as in the Introduction; 
for the Bore1 measure p we suppose the following additional property: 
There is a real number k > 1 and an absolute constant a > 0 
such that for every open ball B(x, Y) with center XE X and 
radius r > 0, 
p(B(x, r)) ,< ct. rk. (2.1) 
A system 9 of measurable sets E E X is called a discrepancy system if the 
following condition is satisfied: 
For every open ball B(x, r) with x E X and r > 0 there exist a set 
EE 9 and a ball B(x, R) such that 
B(x, r) s Ec B(x, R) 
and 
with an absolute constant B. (2.2) 
Then for every continuous function o: W$ -+ X, the discrepancy (with 
respect to 9) can be defined by 
(2.3) 
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Remark 1. If the linear space generated by the characteristic functions 
xE (EEL) is dense (with respect to uniform convergence) in the space of 
all continuous functions f on X, lim., m D,(9, o) = 0 implies that w(t) is 
C, p-u.d. The converse statement is true if there is a real number m > 0 
with: 
For every E > 0 and every set EE 9 there exists an open set 
VcX and a compact set KGX with KEEG V, ,u(V\K)<cm, 
and 
d(K, x\ E) 2 2E if K#Qr 
and 
d( E, X\ I’) 3 2~ if V#X, 
where d(A, B) :=inf{d(a, 6): SEA, btzl?}. (2.4) 
We note that (2.4) is satisfied for all the following examples (cf. Remarks 2, 
3, 4, and 5). 
In the following we consider a continuous function o: IR; + X with 
finite arclength 
N-l 
s(T) := SUP C 44r,l, dt;, , IX 
2, /=I 
where the supremum is taken over all partitions 3: 0 = f,, < t, < .. . < 
t,=T. 
THEOREM 1. Let 9 be a discrepancy system on the compact, arcwise 
connected metric space (X, d) and p a positive normalized Bore1 measure 
with property (2.1). For every continuous function o : rW$ + X with finite 
arclength s(T) (T > 0) and lim T+a s(T)= co there exist a constant ~~(9) 
such that 
1 ( > 
kl(k - I ) 
D,(g, w) > ck(g) - 
4 Z-1 
(for T3 T,). (2.5) 
Proof: As s(T) is continuous in T, a simple argument shows that for 
every r > 0 there exists a subinterval [a, b] G [0, T] with 
and 
MCa, bl) E 44~)~ r) 
T 
b-ak [s(T)/r] + 1’ 
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where [x] denotes the greatest integer < x. (We only have to subdivide 
the arc w( [0, r]) into [s( T)/r] + 1 pieces of length < r.) By (2.2) there are 
balls B(o(a), r), B(o(a), R) and a set EE 9 such that B(o(a), Y) E E E 
B(o(a), R) with R/r d B. Applying (2.1) we obtain 
>;Jbdr-rRk>’ 
T 
Ts(T)/r+ 1 
- c$“r”. 
cd 
Choosing r = (s(T) kafik) ~ v(~-- I) yields 
for Tb To, and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 1 
Remark 2. In the case of the torus (R/Z)k (k 2 2) with Lebesgue 
measure p = il,, the family 9 of all k-dimensional intervals is a discrepancy 
system. Hence we obtain by our theorem 
(for T> To). (2.6) 
Notice that 4k. D:(o) 3 D=(w) 3 D:(o), thus (2.6) yields 
1 
D~o)>c, - 
( > 
kl(k - 1) 
4 T) 
(for Tk To). (2.7) 
Taschner [8] derived this bound by estimating the L*-discrepancy, which 
is smaller than D?(o). Furthermore, we note the lower bound (2.6) is also 
true for other discrepancy systems, e.g., for the system of all cubes or for 
the system of all balls. 
Remark 3. In the case of the k-dimensional sphere Sk (k 2 2) with 
normalized surface mesure p = (Tk, the system 9 of all spherical caps is a 
discrepancy system. Hence we obtain by our theorem 
kl(k ~ 1) 
(for T> To). (2.8) 
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Remark 4. Let (X, d) be a threefold continuously differentiable surface 
with positive Gauss-Kronecker curvature of a convex body in Rk+ ’ 
(k 3 2), where d denotes the inner (geodesic) metric. By arguments similar 
to those used in the proof of Theorem 4 in [l] it can be shown that (2.1) 
and (2.2) hold for the normalized surface measure p = ok and the system 9 
of all caps. Hence (2.8) holds even in this more general case. 
Remark 5. Let XC Rk (k > 2) be a compact, arcwise connected set in 
the Euclidean space Rk (k > 2) (e.g., a convex body) with non-empty 
interior and p the normalized k-dimensional Lebesgue measure on X. Then 
the system 9 of all balls with center in X is a discrepancy system. Thus we 
can apply our Theorem 1 in this case, too. 
3. TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 
In this section we investigate the topological properties of the family 9’ 
of all C, p-u.d. functions as a subset of the space % of all continuous 
functions w: R$ -+ X with respect to uniform convergence and compact 
convegence. (Compact convergence means uniform convergence on every 
compact interval KC Iw.) 
First we remark that for every compact, arcwise connected, metric space 
(A’, d) and every positive normalized Bore1 measure on X there exists a 
C, p-u.d. function w(t): by [6, p. 183, Theorem 2.21 there exists a sequence 
(w,),S= , which is uniformly distributed in X with respect to p. Now define 
r 
Wl for O<tgt 
u(t)= co, for n-2-“<t<n+l-2p” (~222) (3.1) 
K,(t) for n-2-“+‘<t<n-2p” (n>2), 
where K,(t) is a continuous curve with rc,(n - 2-“+ ‘) = w,- 1 and 
K,(PI - 2 -‘I) = w,. Hence w : IQ -+ X is a continuous function and we have, 
for an arbitrary continuous function f on A’, 
Since (o,);=, is uniformly distributed with respect to p, u(t) is C, p-u.d. 
If X contains more than one element then there exists a non-constant 
continuous real-valued function f on X; thus by (1.1) we can find a con- 
stant function u(t) = x,, E X which is not C, p-u.d. Therefore we always 
assume in the following that X contains more than one element, i.e., 
0#Y#%, 
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THEOREM 2. Y is a closed and nowhere dense subset in the space W of all 
continuous functions w : rWc -+ X with respect to uniform convergence. 
Proof Put d((o’, mfl) = supzE n; d(o’(t), w”(t)) and let O,E Y be a 
sequence of C, p-u.d. functions such that lim,,, J((o,, w) = 0 for a 
function w ~$7. We have to show that o E Y. Let f denote a continuous 
real-valued function on A’; then f is uniformly continuous on X. Let F > 0 
be an arbitrary positive number; then there exists a (T(s)>0 with 
1 f(x) -f (y)l < E for d(x, y) < 6. Hence there is a positive integer 
N= N(&E)) such that d(o,, w) < 6 for n 3 N. Thus we have, for T> 0 and 
n 2 N, 
Choose n 2 N. Since u,,(t) is C, p-u.d., we obtain for sufficiently arge T 
Thus Y is closed. 
In the following we will prove that ,4p has empty interior. We proceed 
indirectly and assume an open ball {o: d(o,, w) < r} G Y (r <diameter of 
X). Choose ZE X such that p(B(z, r/4)) > 0, which is possible since the 
compact space X can be covered by finitely many open balls B(x, r/4) with 
radius r/4. Take an Urysohn function f with f (x) = 1 for d(x, z) d r/4 and 
f(x) = 0 for d(x, z) > r/3; then 
>O. 
First we assume that for every t > t, > 0, oO( t) E B(z, r/3) and wO( to) is a 
point of the boundary of B(z, r/3). Now define w,(t) by o,(t) = wO( t) for 
0 d t < t, and u,(t) = o,(t,) for t 2 t,. If u,,(t) E B(z, r/3) for every t E lR$, 
then define u,(t) = y, with an arbitrary point y, contained in the boundary 
of B(z, r/3). Thus we have 
lim fl’/ (WI(t)) dt = 0, (3.3) T-cc !l 
which contradicts (3.2), since o, is C, p-ud. because of d(w,, w r) < r. 
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It remains to consider the case where o,(t) E B(z, r/3) for t E (t:, t;‘) 
(in M, lim,,, ti = co) and o,,(t) $ B(z, r/3) if t is contained in the com- 
plement of Up”= i (t:, 1;‘). Now we define 
for t# c (t:, ty) 
i= I 
for t E (t:, t:‘) and t:’ - t: < 2-j 
for t~(t:,t:‘-2~‘]andt:-t:>2~’ 
w,(2’(tj’- 1;) f + (1 + 2’(ti.- ti”)) tl’) 
for t~(t,Y--2~‘,t,Y)andt,!‘-t~>2~‘. 
As d(o,, q,) < r and (3.3) holds even in this case we have a contradiction 
to (3.2). Thus there is no open ball contained in Y and the proof of 
Theorem 2 is established. m 
Remark 6. The complement of Y is dense in V. Since Y is closed, Y is 
not dense in %?. 
THEOREM 3. .4p is an everywhere dense and meager subset in the space of 
all continuous functions w: I&!,+ -+ X with respect to compact convergence. 
Proof. For arbitrary oO E %’ and CO, E 9’ and an arbitrary compact inter- 
val [a, b] we put 
for O<tdb 
for b<t<b+l 
for tgb+l, 
where rc(t) denotes a continuous curve with K(b) = o,(b) and K(b + 1) = 
w,(b + 1). Let f: X + R denote an arbitrary continuous function. Then we 
obtain 
f(w,(t)) dt-jxf&++j-;+’ (f(w,(t))--f(os(t))) dti 
fdp +27yy; If(x 
As o, is C, p-u.d., it follows immediately that 9’ is everywhere dense in V. 
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Now consider a non-constant continuous function f: X + R. Then there 
exists a point y E X with 
Ii f&-f(y) =c>o. (3.4) X 
Since the mapping 
is continuous with respect to compact convergence, the sets 
with, m, NE N are closed in %?. Furthermore, Y E lJ:= 1 S,,N for every 
m E N. In order to prove that Y is meager we proceed indirectly and 
assume, for some oO E %?, 
10: ,es;p6, 44th mdf)) <r) G Sm,N (3.5) 
with m > 2/c. Now we define 
for Ogt<h 
for b<t<b+l 
for t>,h+l, 
where I denotes a continuous curve with rc(b) = o,(h) and rc(b + 1) = JJ. 
Then we have for sufficiently arge T 
-~jJ:'+'lf(~,(r))-./(L.)ldr 
If(x)\ a:>; 
in contradiction to (3.5). Hence the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 1 
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Remark 7. As %? is a complete metric space with respect to compact 
convergence, Baire’s theorem can be applied. Thus the complement of Y is 
everywhere dense in V?. 
Remark 8. The preceding theorems show that, from a topological point 
of view, there are only few C, p-u.d. functions. But from a measure 
theoretical point of view there are many C, p-u.d. functions. In the case of 
the torus (IR/Z)~ it is proved (cf. [4,2]) that almost all functions (in the 
sense of Wiener measure) are C, p-u.d. In a forthcoming paper the authors 
will prove this result in the case of compact, connected, homogeneous 
manifolds. 
Note added in proo/: In the case of the k-dimensional sphere the lower bound for the dis- 
crepancy in Theorem 1 can be improved by an application of W. Schmidt’s integral equation 
method to 
A detailed proof of this estimate is given in a forthcoming paper by the first author. 
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